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Linksium showcases 6 of its 100 mentored startups
Viva Technology 2017
Stand Réseau SATT - B22
Do you know Linksium? Not yet.
Linksium is a two year-old academic incubator which becomes a key source of deep and
valuable technologies. Linksium is a unique formula to turn disruptive deep technologies
into promising international startups. From Public French Labs to venture capitalists,
Linksium selects, funds and empowers people & technologies.



DRONE INTERACTIVE – Where can you play video games with real drones? Stand B22

DRONE INTERACTIVE's ambition is to offer immersive and interactive entertainment via a
revolutionary experience that brings together drones and augmented reality. Picture yourself
piloting a real drone, in a mixed-reality environment, that combines physical and digital
worlds. Video games are getting real!


MAGIA - Where can you deliver lab blood immuno-analysis directly to patients ? Stand B22

MAGIA's ambition is to revolutionize blood analysis. MAGIA makes accessible any kind of
tradional lab immunoanalysis (30% of blood analysis) on a performant and very simple Point
of Care device. Applications are multiple: emergency healthcare, personalised medecine,
and low income settings...



SURYCATE : Where can you protect your factory from hackers? Stand B22

Cybersecurity is a sharp issue. Recent events have made people aware that everyone is
concerned, even without being a target. But the subject is complex, that is why SURYCATE
offers a software to help our customers in their approach of deploying cybersecurity
solutions in compliance with the regulations.



BLADETIPS ENERGY : Where can you produce energy with a kite? Stand B22

BLADETIPS ENERGY develops a drone system that produces wind energy. Unlike
conventional wind turbines, our system does not need a mast, can reach higher winds and
can be used for floating offshore wind farms. It allows us to save 90% of the construction
materials and to reduce energy cost by 60%


SYLHA : Where can you fund local communities as you buy your beer ? Stand B22

SYLHA designs and markets a connected coin, associated with a design application and
bracelet in order to generate donations for each payment made during a musical event to be
paid to local associations or artists to participate in the development of a social and
solidarity economy.


NOVASCRIB : Where can we evaluate and improve your French writing skills with Lego® ?

NOVASCRIB offers certifications and playful training in editorial French. A scientific method,
derived from 15 years of research in linguistics, to accurately evaluate spelling, syntax,
lexical, punctuation skills… Above all it teaches you how to argue effectively with innovative
and engaging training methods and benevolent French coaches: all the ingredients of a
reliable and friendly Edtech!
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LINKSIUM SHORT PRESENTATION
Linksium's mission is to accelerate the transfer of technologies from laboratories in the Grenoble-Alpes region, as do the 14
other technology transfer acceleration companies (SATTs) created since 2011 thanks to the Future Investments Program. They
ensure the relay between research laboratories and companies. The SATTs finance the risky and upstream phases of the
development of technological innovation projects. These new partners simplify and professionalize the innovation system and
contribute to the competitiveness of the industry in France.
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